SCRATCH PAPER!

Wyrm’s-Eye View
FALTHIER is a capable
papermancer who creates

A collapsible adventure by Abram Towle

minions from his ENDLESS

STATIONARY. These
constructs are resistant to

Things are getting strange in WOOLSTREAM ! Unexplainable circumstances have the
village in a tizzy! Pigs turned to paper! Exceptional stationary stolen! Tales torn from
tantalizing tomes! Rumors suggest that these events happen in the wake of visits from
an elderly man who roams the region. This man, a papermancer named FALTHIER ,
doesn’t appear to have a permanent residence, but hunters have reported
sightings of a collapsible hut that literally seems to pop out of
nowhere. Let's cut to the chase!

flame,
but take
double damage from
slashing sources. VITYLIAX,
a fearsome shard-breathing
dragon, hovers overhead, awaiting
orders. Defeating the magician
yields a key to the parlor
chest, which contains the
papermancer's spellbook, a
sheet of UNENDING

PARCHMENT , QUILLS OF
FORETHOUGHT, and a small

Cluttered Stacks
Scores of books lie in scattered
heaps throughout this room,

fortune of gold.

discarded. Anyone crossing through
becomes assaulted by Illusory
characters from well-known tales!
Bursting forth from the pages of
books, three monsters known as

Sparse Study

FANTASTICAL FABLES attack!

Thin sheets of paper are stacked neatly atop a simple teak desk, accompanied by an opaque
inkwell. If the drawer is opened, a SLIDING TRAP activates! The walls and floor fall out
from under anyone in the room, creating a chute that funnels to the DUNGEON (B) .
Creatures take falling damage and become victim to PAPER CUTS. The drawer contains a
powerful relic, the SHARPENED SHEARS OF FORCENIUS!

Illuminated Ballroom
A beautifully crafted gold chandelier reflects from the highly polished floor in this open
room. Magically-lit candles flutter lazily. These candles are actually WAX ELEMENTALS ;
they serve as the first line of defense in the tower. The heat emanating from the candles
causes the heavily waxed floor to coalesce into a melted state, creating DIFFICULT

TERRAIN . Although the tower is constructed of paper, it is protected from fire damage.

Comfortable Parlor
Prior to expanding, FALTHIER ’s home only consists of this single, cozy room. Furnished with
squishy armchairs, a lavishly intricate rug, and a popping fireplace, the papermancer assumes
the identity of an unremarkable, amicable man. He welcomes all into his abode,
sharing stories of the exotic accoutrement resting on shelves between dusty
tomes. If push comes to shove, FALTHIER pulls a hanging rope which unfolds
the paper walls to form the upper stories. The magician is yanked upwards
to the roof.

Crude Dungeon
Surrounded by faux-stone walls, incredibly sharp paper shards
jut out from the floor in the center of the chamber. A hefty
granite boulder is chained to the wall on the northern edge.
This boulder is actually a sentient ROCK GOLEM, GORU ,
imprisoned by FALTHIER to show his dominance over the element.
The ladder back to the PARLOR will descend if GORU is freed, since
the chain is attached to a hidden pulley system.
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